Writing solutions that are proven to work
3D EDUCATIONAL WRITING SOLUTIONS
AND PRODUCTS

The Talk/Write Program:
Research- Based, Effective,
Confidence Builder
Research:
3D’s ‘Talk to Write’ provides teachers, parents,
and others with methods that teach
adolescents to tap the neuro-linguistic skills
we all have (Baddely, et. al., 2009) and
capitalize on their own oral language skills to
ease the task of writing effective persuasive
essays, the foundational skill for college
writing and research. See more TW research
at:
https://3deducationalsolutions.com/research/
The TW program has been used in individual
sessions, small groups, and whole class
instruction.
Results: TW works. Our pilot showed that
it did!
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Essay Development Increased 5.3 points
A teachers’ survey showed that students were
raising their hands more in class to express
and support their opinions.
Students rated the program with 4’s and 5’s
for helpful/most helpful (out of 5).

Learner Objectives:

*The Workshop :
This is a two day hands-on workshop. Participants
complete student and teacher tasks. Learn: to teach
TW virtually; writing and neuro-linguistic skills; as
well as teacher modeling, collaboration, and
partnership practice routines
*Includes The Talk/Write Manual ($199 value).
Day 1 Topics include:
1. Research
2. Effective teacher language
3. Modifying instruction
4. Talk/Write Methodology & Why
(Writer’s voice/ Reader’s ‘Ear’)
5. **TW methods to
a) Plan & organize complete
essays within 15 minutes.
b) Develop specific effective
persuasive essays
c) *Have students evaluate
essays.
6. TW methods to include
a) Implementing a student
centered approach
b) Grouping students for
listening/talking
c) Teaching the pragmatics of
persuasion
d) Linking talking to writing: How
e) Using a flexible map for
talk/writing.
Day 2 Topics include
1) Review
2) TW Planning
3) Participant led instruction within groups.
4) *Teacher evaluations of student essays
*If time allows.

Upon completion of this TW workshop,
attendees will:
1. State at least one technique that contributes
to writer’s ‘voice’ and reader’s ‘ear’
2. State at least one neuro-linguistic skill that all
verbal individuals possess.
3. Demonstrate understanding & use of teacher
language appropriate to at least one lesson
routine (e.g. modeling).
4. Demonstrate instruction of at least one TW
lesson component

The Instructor:

Dr. Maria Davis-Perkins,
Phd., M.A., Sp-CCC

Dr. Davis-Perkins has
presented and published
on topics that include:
student engagement;
tapping neuro-linguistic
skills to ease the writing process, building
independent, confident writers; the language of
effective teaching; and selecting books
appropriate to developmental age. Her
experiences include: co-creator of the Talk/Write
(Using Talk to Write) workshops and pilot; an
educational consultant to high school staff; a
speech- language specialist in schools as
well as hospitals.Contact her at:
mperkins@3deducationalsolutions.com
or maria.davis-perkins@cgu.edu.

